October 2011 Newsletter
Your prayers are making a difference!

For a number of years individuals and groups have stayed at Marcels,
enjoying his hospitality and fellowship. Each stay has it's own stories and
memories for those that have made that journey. Heat and humidity, water – from a bag, bottle or
filtered, or did I remember to brush my teeth with “clean” water? Anyone like bugs, really not many to
be found here but still, is that really a spider! Food prepared to perfection and, always remember to
“clean it up” as Marcel would say. Will that truck really make one more trip? Is that really snoring or
the neighbor's generator?! Speaking of generator's, will we have power for a few hours today or will
the batteries have enough charge to make it a little longer. What do you mean that generator is not
large enough to charge the batteries! Did anyone notice that the power came on last night? Ok, ok,
enough, it's always a blessing to spend time with Marcel and truly prayers are being answered. Many
have been praying for a generator large enough to carry the
load needed at Marcels and indeed the Lord has heard and
answered. This donation has just arrived, all praise be to
God!

Marcel spends much of his time making journeys into
the mountains of Haiti visiting Fond Baptist, Bataille, Fond
MaBlanc, LePinard, LaSession encouraging those in his care
there. Delivering supplies is always a challenge and even
when a vehicle has been available it's very costly to make the
trip. Many journeys require hand carrying supplies to remote
locations, for many miles in this mountainous terrain. This
past month another door has opened that will help bring more supplies closer to their destination with
this new/used 4wd vehicle. Hand carrying supplies will still be
required in some areas, however the Lord continues to open doors.
We all know it's certainly not about all the “stuff” you can
accumulate, so these are seen as tools for the ministry. Read on.
A team will be headed south shortly (Oct 30-Nov 5), please pray
for them and those that will attend the upcoming Leadership
Conference. Here's what Marcel has to share in his own words.
“Hello My Friends,
Yes indeed,we are getting ready for the conference,we are
expecting about 250 this year ,we will study the Book of The Revelation with Pastor Kent, Pastor
Robin and Pastor Sheryl are coming with him. We will have people coming from different regions in
the country. Please pray for us as we make plan for the food for everyone and so forth. The conference
will last four days this year because of the size of the book.
Thanks! Marcel”
How's this for reaching out with this opportunity to share with 250 leaders! Pray they will be
strengthened to take the Word back home and that it will multiply.
Thanks for being a part of what the Lord is doing in this needy land.
More information is available at the website www.hopeforhaiti.ws to include needs and calendar
information. Art and Lynda Rousseau for Hope for Haiti

